
Annex 1: APPLICATION FORM

All’Ufficio Concorsi
dell’INAF-Istituto di Astrofisica Spaziale e Fisica Cosmica di Palermo
Via Ugo La Malfa nr.153
90146 Palermo

The undersigned (name) ....................... (surname) ....................... born in ..................................
(province .............) on … (dd/mm/yyyy) ...... resident in (Town/State/Country) ..................... (street,
square) .................................. n........ (full address), requests to be admitted to the selection for the
assignment of a type B research grant entitled “BLOSSOM: Study of rapid growth of black holes in
binary systems and active galactic nuclei”.

Declares under his/her your own personal responsibility:

a) to be a citizen ........... (nationality) ..................;
b) to hold the corresponding civil and political rights;
c) to have fulfilled the obligations of military service or to be a soldier (if applicable), or (specify) ....;
d) to have not had any criminal convictions or pending criminal proceedings (if not, specify which
convictions or proceedings these are) ...……..........................................................…;

e) to be in possession of the following qualification: …….……………………………….. obtained on
the …………………;
f) to have benefited from the following research contracts and/or scholarships: …………………..
(indicate the duration, the period and the organization);
g) to have the following current research contract or scholarship: …………………….. (indicate the
duration, the period and the organization);
h) the candidate diagnosed with specific learning disabilities must make an explicit request for the
dispensatory measure, the compensatory instrument and/or the additional time necessary
according to their needs which must be appropriately documented and explained with a specific
declaration made by the medical-legal commission of the Local health authority or equivalent
public facility.

Attaches the following documentation:
1) curriculum vitae et studiorum which also indicates any scholarships previously received;
2) a brief (~1 page) description of research interests;
3) publication list;
4) any other work and publication the candidate deems useful to qualify their scientific curriculum,
including a copy of the degree thesis and/or any doctoral thesis, or equivalent foreign
qualifications;
5) in the case of foreign citizens, a copy of the degree certificate or diploma, or equivalent foreign
qualification;
6) list of titles and of each document presented, specifying the quantity of typescripts and printed
works attached;
7) declaration according to the specimen in annex 2.

The undersigned also declares to authorize the Administration of the INAF-Istituto di Astrofisica
Spaziale e Fisica Cosmica di Palermo to process his/her personal data for the exclusive purposes
of the selection in question. The undersigned wishes for communications regarding this selection
to be sent to the following address, including postal code (also specify, if possible, the telephone
number and e-mail address, if any): …………..……………………………………

(Location and date) (Signature*)

(*) The signature does not need to be authenticated.


